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ABSTRACT

ity of the relationship. Scientists may then analyze these
weighted relationships and calculate metrics, such as node
centrality [14], to infer influential users, find optimal paths
to propagate information, discover communities [34] or detect fraud. Weighted graphs are also important in recommendations, where weights represent similarity between
users or user-item preferences.
As graphs grow bigger, these analytical tasks become challenging. Even with the use of specialized graph management
systems [37, 36, 27], several graph metrics are hard to compute. For instance, betweenness centrality requires the computation of all-pairs shortest distances, an operation that
incurs high overhead with regard to both computation and
storage. Previous work has attempted to address the challenges of computational overhead with approximation [13,
31] and reduce the storage overhead with compression techniques [12, 16, 23].
This paper proposes to leverage the concepts of semimetricity [45] and the metric backbone, introduced in [20],
for efficient large-scale graph analysis. In a weighted graph,
semi-metric edges are direct links for which there exists an
indirect shorter path. In the example of Figure 1, the dashed
lines represent such semi-metric edges. The metric backbone
is the subgraph of a weighted graph that includes no semimetric edges. In Figure 1, the solid lines represent the metric
backbone of the depicted social graph. Effectively, the metric backbone is a reduced representation of a graph, that
preserves information about shortest paths. This property
has been used to improve recommendation algorithms [46,
44, 48] and more recently, to improve the modularity in community detection [49].
In this work, we further explore how the performance of
various large-scale graph analysis tasks can benefit from the
concept of the metric backbone. In particular, we apply the
metric backbone concept in the context of large-scale graph
analysis systems, such as graph databases [3] and batch processing systems [1, 37]. First, we show that, for applications
that depend explicitly on the calculation of shortest paths,
we can get exact answers, but significantly improve performance by computing on the reduced metric backbone instead. Second, even when shortest paths are not explicitly
used, such as when performing reachability queries, the metric backbone can still yield correct answers faster, by reducing the amount of paths that must be explored. Third, we
study algorithms, for which the metric backbone does not
yield exact answers, but an approximation. Here, we consider PageRank and show that executing the algorithm on
the metric backbone produces a good approximation, while

In this paper, we leverage the concept of the metric backbone
to improve the efficiency of large-scale graph analytics. The
metric backbone is the minimum subgraph that preserves
the shortest paths of a weighted graph. We use the metric
backbone in place of the original graph to compute various graph metrics exactly or with good approximation. By
computing on a smaller graph, we improve the performance
of graph analytics applications on two different systems, a
batch graph processing system and a graph database.
Further, we provide an algorithm for the computation of
the metric backbone on large graphs. While one can compute the metric backbone by solving the all-pairs-shortestpaths problem, this approach incurs prohibitive time and
space complexity for big graphs. Instead, we propose a
heuristic that makes computing the metric backbone practical even for large graphs. Additionally, we analyze several
real datasets of different sizes and domains and we show
that we can approximate the metric backbone by removing
only first-order semi-metric edges; edges for which a shorter
two-hop path exists.
We provide a distributed implementation of our algorithm
and apply it in large scale scenarios. We evaluate our algorithm using a variety of real graphs, including a Facebook
social network subgraph of ∼50 billion edges. We measure
the impact of using the metric backbone on runtime performance in two graph management systems. We achieve
query speedups of up to 6.7x in the Neo4j commercial graph
database and job speedups of up to 6x in the Giraph graph
processing system.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Graph analysis is an invaluable tool in several domains,
such as Online Social Network (OSN) analysis and web analytics. Many analytical applications encode metrics of distance or similarity in the edge weights [9]. Consider, for
instance, the graph in Figure 1 that represents a social network with the link weights representing the social proxim-
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BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We start by describing the concept of the metric backbone.
To motivate its use in graph analysis, we first discuss how
different graph analysis tasks may benefit from the concept
at the algorithm level. Then, we analyze a variety of real
data sets, to validate that graphs exhibit high degree of semimetricity, making this approach effective in real scenarios.
Further, we outline how we can apply the concept in graph
management systems.
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Figure 1: An example graph representing a social
network. The edge weights represent the proximity
of the social tie. Dashed lines represent semi-metric
edges, indicating there is a shorter, indirect path
between two nodes.

2.1

The metric backbone

The metric backbone is introduced in [20], primarily to
improve the accuracy of community detection algorithms [49].
To describe it more formally, let us first introduce the necessary notation. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, where V is
the set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges, with
(u, v) ∈ E denoting an edge from u to v. We use d(u, v) to
denote the weight of an edge (u, v), representing a distance.
The weight may represent any application-defined distance
metric imposed on the graph, such as communication latency or euclidean distance. Finally, given an acyclic path
p, d(p) denotes the total distance of the path.
The utility of the metric backbone is based on the role
of semi-metric edges in a graph. In a weighted graph, we
say that a direct edge between two nodes is semi-metric, if
there exists an indirect path between these two nodes, with
a shorter distance.

considerably improving efficiency.
Despite its usefulness, the metric backbone has not been
used in large-scale graph analysis yet. This is mainly due
to the fact that the calculation of the backbone itself, on
big graphs, is challenging. Computing the metric backbone
requires solving the APSP (All-Pairs-Shortest-Paths) problem and storing O(N 2 ) paths, which is prohibitive for large
graphs.
In this paper, we address this challenge in two ways. First,
we provide an algorithm for the calculation of the backbone,
that does not require the computation of APSP. Our algorithm starts by detecting and removing only those semimetric edges that violate the triangle inequality. Subsequently, it iteratively labels metric edges by performing short
breadth-first searches. Second, we show that even an approximation of the metric backbone, where only the semimetric triangles have been removed, still reduces the size of
the original graph significantly, improving performance.
This paper makes the following contributions:

Definition 1. An edge (u, v) is nth -order semi-metric if
there exists an alternative path, u, x1 , ..., xn , v, with n + 1
edges (u, x1 ), ..., (xn , v) ∈ E, such that d(u, v) > d(u, x1 ) +
... + d(xn , v).

• We analyze a variety of real graphs and show that
they exhibit high semi-metricity, even at the first level
of transitivity (Section 2).

For instance, in Figure 1, edge CE is 1st -order semi-metric
and edge AD is 2nd -order semi-metric. The metric backbone
is essentially a subgraph of the original graph that contains
no semi-metric edges.

• We categorize the types of applications which benefit
from the metric backbone (Section 2).

Definition 2. Given a weighted graph, where weights represent non-negative distance, the metric backbone is the minimum subgraph that preserves the shortest paths of the original graph.

• We propose an algorithm for calculating the metric
backbone, which does not require the solution of APSP
(Section 3).

For instance, in Figure 1 the solid lines represent the metric backbone of the depicted social graph.
The utility of the backbone is not limited to weighted
graphs where weights represent distances. Often, instead
of a distance metric, relations in graphs are naturally characterized by a similarity metric [49, 15]. For instance, the
Jaccard index [30] is a popular similarity metric, that takes
into consideration the number of common neighbors between
two nodes in a graph. Alternatively, in the context of an
OSN, similarity is sometimes related to the amount of interaction between two users, like the number of messages
exchanged. In such cases, we can transform similarity to
distance, through appropriate functions [49, 15], and still
take advantage of the metric backbone for analysis1 .
Once we have computed the metric backbone, we can use
it to calculate metrics based on shortest distances, since it
maintains this information. Additionally, recent work has
shown that removing semi-metric edges from a graph also

• We show that the computation of the backbone is
practical for large-scale scenarios and provide an open
source implementation of the algorithm, on top of the
Giraph graph processing system (Section 4).
• We apply the approach inside two graph management
systems and evaluate their efficiency with real datasets.
First, we show that integrating the metric backbone inside the the Neo4j graph database can speed up typical
graph queries by up to 6.7x. Second, we improve the
performance of several graph applications in Giraph,
reducing execution time by up to 6x and communication by up to 70% (Section 5).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
we give an overview of our approach and motivate it with a
list of real-world examples. Section 3 presents the algorithm
for the computation of the metric backbone, while in Section 4 we describe a scalable implementation. In Section 5,
we perform an extensive evaluation on algorithm scalability and performance impact. Section 6 outlines the related
work, and in Section 7 we conclude.

1

While there are various functions available, a simple and commonly used function to convert a similarity metric x to distance
is ϕ(x) = x1 − 1.
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|V |
190M
40M
12M
4.8M

|E|
49.9B
1.5B
685M
34M

NotreDame [7]

0.3M

1.5M

DBLP [52]

318K

1M

Twitter-ego [38]

81K

1.7M

Movielens [2]

1.6K

1.9M

Facebook [41]

1K

143K

US-Airports [19]
C-Elegans [50]

0.5K
0.3K

6K
2.3K

metric
Custom
Jaccard
Jaccard
Jaccard
Jaccard
Adamic
Jaccard
Adamic
Jaccard
Adamic
Jaccard
#messages
message size
#passengers
#connections

%
26.5%
39%
59%
40%
45%
29%
23%
9%
57%
39%
88%
78%
77%
72%
17%

metric [30] typically results in more semi-metric edges than
the Adamic-Adar metric [5].
Further, in Figure 2 we plot the percentage of semi-metric
edges for different orders of semi-metricity, for some of the
networks of Table 1. Notice that, in most of the graphs, the
vast majority of the semi-metric edges are 1st -order semimetric. In other words, there are few indirect paths with
three or more edges that are shorter than any direct edges.
Previous work has also identified that the strength of indirect social connections decreases with the length [25, 17].

100
% semi-metric edges

Graph
Facebook2
Twitter [32]
Tuenti [4]
LiveJournal [8]

Table 1: The percentage of semimetric edges on various real graphs under different similarity metrics.
In the small Facebook dataset, we use the number
of messages or size of messages exchanged between
users to measure similarity. In the US-Airports
graph we measure similarity as the number of passengers that travel between cities.

60
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Figure 2: Percentage of semi-metric edges over their
order of semi-metricity. For most of the graphs, the
majority of edges are 1st-order semi-metric edges.

allows us to perform community detection [49] or recommendations [44] with improved accuracy.

2.2

Facebook-#messages
Facebook-message-size
MovieLens
US-Airports
C-Elegans

80

This analysis reveals an opportunity. First, based on Table 1, we see that in practice, we can run a variety of analytical tasks on a graph that is significantly reduced in size, in
some cases, with more than half the edges removed. In Section 5, when we apply the concept in large-scale graph management systems, even seemingly modest degrees of semimetricity can have a significant impact on application performance. Second, the analysis of Figure 2 shows that we
can compute a good approximation of the metric backbone
by removing only the 1st -order semi-metric edges. We use
this intuition in Section 3, to guide the design of the algorithm for the computation of the metric backbone. This
approximation is not the optimal subgraph that gives us
the shortest paths, but it is very close to the optimal. Note
that the approximate metric backbone has the same properties as the exact metric backbone and it generates the same
shortest paths distribution.

Semi-metricity in real graphs

The utility of the metric backbone is based on the observation that many real-world graphs exhibit high degree of
semi-metricity. As it has been shown in various contexts,
especially in social networks, indirect connections are often
stronger than direct ones. For instance, OSN interactions
between users, a common metric of social proximity [28],
are often more frequent between users who are not directly
connected [11, 51]. In fact, this principle has been used, for
example, to predict information propagation paths [54], to
improve link prediction in OSNs, to provide better recommendations and even to design more efficient storage systems that back OSNs [11].
In general, different real-world graphs present different degrees of semi-metricity. Semi-metricity also varies with the
distance metric imposed on the graph. To study the practicality of our approach, we analyze a variety of real-world
graph datasets, measuring the degree of semi-metricity. We
present results for graphs in several domains, such as OSN,
web, authorship, air traffic and biological graphs. We measure semi-metricity under various commonly used metrics,
such as the Jaccard [30] and the Adamic-Adar [5] metrics.
In Table 1, we describe the datasets we analyzed and summarize the results. The degree of semi-metricity ranges from
9% to 88% depending on the dataset and metric. The Movielens [2] movie preference graph exhibits the highest semimetricity, while among the analyzed OSN graphs, Tuenti [4]
has the highest semi-metricity of 59%. Further, we see that
the same graph may exhibit different semi-metricity for different distance metrics. For instance, the Jaccard similarity

2.3

Algorithm classification

The calculation of graph metrics may benefit from the
metric backbone in different ways. Here, we divide graph
metrics in two classes, depending on how we can exploit
the metric backbone for their calculation, and give examples for each class. Note that here, we consider the metrics abstractly; the classification does not depend on the
framework or model in which the corresponding algorithms
may be programmed and executed. We discuss frameworkspecific impact in Section 2.4.
We summarize the classification in Table 2. Class A consists of algorithms that we can run unmodified on the metric
backbone and get exactly the same answer, as on the original graph. Examples of such algorithms include the calculation of shortest distances or algorithms that depend on
computing shortest distances, like betweenness centrality.
The metric backbone maintains also the connectivity of the

2

A subgraph of the Facebook social network representing
a geographic area. The graph is weighed with a custom
similarity score that integrates a number of user features.
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Class Description
Algorithms we can run unmodified
A
and produce exact result.
Algorithms we can run unmodified
B
and produce an approximation.

Examples
Shortest weighted paths, betweeness centrality, closeness centrality, connected components, radius, reachability queries.
PageRank, eigenvector centrality, random walks, community detection,
clustering.

Table 2: A classification of graph algorithms and metrics that may be computed on the metric backbone.
For each class we provide a list of example algorithms.
graph, therefore, we can compute algorithms like connected
components and reachability queries.
In Class B, we include algorithms that we can run unmodified on the metric backbone, but may return an approximation of the metric they are intended to calculate. Examples
in this category include PageRank and various community
detection algorithms [49, 24]. To give an intuition why we
can calculate fairly accurate approximations for such algorithms, let us consider PageRank. PageRank is essentially a
diffusion process in a network with a damping factor. The
damping factor guarantees, regardless of the network topology, that the process will always converge. High damping
means that the process will converge in few hops, and low
damping means that it will converge in a more wide hop process. Since the metric backbone contains only edges where
the flow is high, working as the way of shortest (stronger)
communication, we can assume that the main diffusion process ultimately goes through the metric backbone. We empirically validate the accuracy of PageRank approximation
when using the metric backbone in Section 5.
The metric backbone reduces the information and naturally, there are graph metrics for which the metric backbone
may yield highly inaccurate answers. For instance, we cannot use the metric backbone to calculate the unweighted
shortest distances, as it will overestimate the distance for
all the pairs of nodes connected by semi-metric edges.
Finally, note that this is not meant to be an exhaustive
list of the algorithms we can or cannot use with the metric
backbone. We believe that the concept of the metric backbone opens up an opportunity to define more metrics and
characterize how to benefit from it.

2.4

Batch processing systems. Several of these graph metrics are often programmed on top of large-scale graph processing systems, such as Pregel [37, 1] and Graphlab [36]. In
such systems, graph algorithms are implemented as parallel
per-vertex computations and typically, vertices communicate by exchanging messages. This communication usually
occurs along the edges of the graph. The CPU and memory requirements, in such systems, depend on the number of
messages that have to be processed, which is typically proportional to the number of the edges of the graph. In Section
5.4, we validate that by reducing the edges of a graph, we
reduce communication overhead and resource requirements,
eventually improving runtime performance.
Graph compression The metric backbone can also be
used as a lossy compression mechanism, as the amount of
semi-metric edges directly translates to storage reduction.
The last column of Table 1 corresponds to size reduction,
when the backbone is used in the place of the original graph.

2.5

Discussion

For algorithms that do not depend on the edge weights
of a graph, it might not be clear whether they could benefit from the metric backbone. Actually, iterative applications that use the graph structure to propagate information,
might require more iterations to converge, when run on top
of the metric backbone.
For example, let us consider the Connected Components
problem. In its typical distributed implementation, in every
iteration, a node receives the ids of its neighbors, adopts the
minimum of these ids and, if its value has changed since the
previous iteration, it propagates the new value to its neighbors. Computation stops when none of the nodes changes
value. This computation does not utilize the edge weights of
the graph, but only the graph structure. The number of iterations necessary for convergence is equal to the maximum
graph diameter + 1. When removing edges to generate the
metric backbone, the absolute paths between some nodes
become longer, i.e. the edges removed might be shortcuts
in the unweighted graph. Thus, by removing them, we increase the graph diameter and consequently, the number of
iterations required for convergence.
However, as we show in Section 5, such applications can
still benefit from the metric backbone. Even if the algorithm
does not depend on the edge weights, when removing a large
amount of edges, we notably decrease the communication
required, thus, speeding up execution.

Applications

While the benefit of the metric backbone is not specific to
a computation model or framework, it manifests in distinct
ways when used in the context of graph management systems. In this paper, we use the metric backbone to improve
the performance of two types of systems, graph databases
and distributed batch processing systems.
Graph databases. Graph databases are used to store
and query large graphs. They are optimized for traversals,
reachability and pattern matching queries [3]. For example,
users can query for paths that satisfy criteria, such as length
or the properties of the nodes. For several queries, the metric
backbone preserves the semantics. At the same time, executing a query on the metric backbone only, reduces the path
search space and may provide significant query speedups.
While, in this paper, we apply this technique manually, by
re-writing queries to use the metric backbone, we envision
that a closer integration with automatic query re-writing
will allow for more optimizations and a more user-friendly
interface. We evaluate the impact in Section 5.3.

3.

COMPUTING THE BACKBONE

In this section, we describe the algorithm for computing
the metric backbone. We show how to implement it in an
efficient and scalable manner in Section 4. The algorithm we
propose in this paper assumes a static graph that does not
change over time. We believe that incremental maintenance
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Figure 3: The three phases of the backbone calculation. In the first phase, the algorithms removes 1st-order
semi-metric edges, in this case edge CE, marked with a dotted line. In the second phase, the algorithm
identifies metric edges, within the two-hop neighborhood of each node. Here, edges AB, BC, CD and DE
are identified as metric, while edge AD remains unlabeled. In the third phase, the algorithm discovers all
remaining higher-order semi-metric edges, by running a BFS for each unlabeled edge (in this case AD).
of the backbone is an important topic and we we plan to
address it in future work. In the Appendix, we provide a
brief description of an incremental algorithm and explain
how changes in the original graph affect the backbone.
In the rest of this paper, we consider undirected graphs
with symmetric relations. We focus on undirected graphs
as they appear naturally in the scenarios we examined. For
instance, commonly used similarity metrics, like AdamicAdar, are symmetric. Note, however, that the concept of the
metric backbone applies to directed graphs with asymmetric
relations too. For a detailed description of the conditions
under which an edge in a directed graph is semi-metric, we
refer the reader to [49].

3.1

of each node. Finally, we discover remaining semi-metric
edges with breadth-first searches and remove them to produce the metric backbone. Figure 3 illustrates the algorithm
phases using the network example of Section 2.
We divide the algorithm in these three phases for different reasons. First, as we will show, we can easily parallelize
and scale the detection of 1st-order semi-metric edges, by
detecting triangles. Specifically, in Section 4.1.1, we show
how to implement this phase on top of a distributed graph
processing system. Second, as we already saw in the analysis results of Section 2.2, the largest fraction of semi-metric
edges are typically 1st-order semi-metric. This allows us to
significantly reduce the size of the graph early in the process
and provide a fair and practical approximation of the metric
backbone, after having executed just the first phase. Third,
the second phase can exploit the knowledge that there are
no 1st-order semi-metric edges to efficiently discover metric
edges. Next, we describe the three phases in detail.
In the first phase, for every triangle in the graph, we
test whether one of its edges violates the triangle inequality.
Such edges are by definition semi-metric, and we can remove
them from the graph. Triangle enumeration is a well-studied
problem in graph theory and several algorithms have been
proposed for its solution [29, 47, 18]. Here, we use a variation of the node-iterator algorithm to demonstrate the removal of first-order semi-metric edges. Algorithm 1 shows
the pseudocode for this phase.

Naive algorithm

The most straight-forward approach is to identify semimetric edges through multiple breadth-first searches: for
each edge (u, v) that we want to test for semi-metricity, we
start a breadth first search from node u and we accumulate
path weights, while visiting new nodes. During the BFS,
if vertex v is visited, we check whether the weight of the
newly discovered path is lower than d(u, v). If yes, then
(u, v) is semi-metric. Otherwise, we stop exploring towards
this direction. If the BFS finishes without encountering vertex v, then there is no alternative path from u to v, and
thus, (u, v) is metric. This process is essentially equivalent
to solving the APSP problem.
This approach incurs high overhead and does not scale to
large graphs. Even if we start several BFSs in parallel, a
lot of communication and substantial storage is required to
keep track of the visited paths and their weights.
Next, we present a three-phase algorithm, that uses optimizations and empirical heuristics to considerably speed up
the computation of the metric backbone. We show that, by
using simple scalable steps, we can identify the majority of
the semi-metric edges and significantly prune the paths that
ultimately need to be explored by a BFS.

3.2

Algorithm 1 Detect semi-metric edges in triangles.
1: Input: the set of vertices, V and the set of edges, E
2: for all v ∈ V
. Iterate over all vertices
3:
for all x, y ∈ neighbors(v)
4:
if x, y ∈ E
. Check if there exists a triangle
5:
if d(x, y) + d(y, v) < d(x, v)
6:
remove (x, v)
7:
remove (v, x)

Core algorithm

In the second phase, we reverse the logic of the algorithm
and aim to identify metric edges. Each node exploits information in its two-hop neighborhood to reason about the
semi-metricity of its edges. The initialization of this phase
is based on the following proposition:

We divide the algorithm in three phases. In the first
phase, we discover and remove all the 1st-order semi-metric
edges. In the second phase, we take the induced subgraph
and identify metric edges within the two-hop neighborhood
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Proposition 1. The lowest weight edge of every vertex in
a graph, belongs to the metric backbone.

each unlabeled edge (u, v), we start a BFS from node u. If
the BFS discovers an indirect path from u to v with a lower
weight than the weight of the direct edge, then (u, v) is
semi-metric. Otherwise, if the BFS finishes without finding
a shorter indirect path, then (u, v) is metric. We present the
pseudocode for the third phase in Algorithm 3. The method
bf s(u, v) returns the set of all indirect paths, starting from
node u and ending in node v.

Let v be a vertex in G and (v, u1 ), (v, u2 ), ..., (v, uk ) be
v 0 s edges, in increasing weight order. If the edge with the
lowest weight, (v, u1 ), is semi-metric, then there exists a
path p = (v, ux , ..., u1 ), such that d(p) < d(v, u1 ). This
cannot be true, since d(v, u1 ) ≤ d(v, ux ), ∀x 6= 1.
For example, consider node C of the network in Figure 1.
We can easily see that its lowest-weight edge, CD, belongs
to the metric backbone: any indirect path between C and
D would contain either edge CB or edge CE and thus, have
a larger weight than the direct edge.
After each node has marked its lowest-weight edges as
metric, it checks whether it can reason about the semimetricity of the rest of its edges, by comparing their weights
to the minimum weights of its two-hop paths, which contain
metric edges. This process is shown in Figure 4. Node u decides whether edge e1 is metric, by checking the weights of
the two-hop paths along its metric edges, m1 and m2 . Any
alternative path would include edges e2 or e3 , which already
have a larger weight than e1 . If u discovers that the minimum two-hop paths containing its metric edges have longer
distance than the direct edge e1 , then e1 is metric.

x2

x3

x1

y1
m1

e1

u
e2

Algorithm 2 Identify local metric edges.
1: Input: the set of vertices, V and the set of edges, E
2: M ← ∅
. Metric edges found so far
3: for all v ∈ V
. Iterate over all vertices
4:
Uv ← Ev
. All edges are initially unlabeled
5:
W ←∅
. Set of weights for comparison
6:
metric ← T RU E
7:
M ← M ∪ (Uv .remove)
. See Proposition 1
8:
while Uv 6= ∅
9:
e ← Uv .remove
10:
for all m ∈ M
11:
x ← m.target
. The target node of m
12:
wx = d(v, x) + d(Ux .f irst) . The min 2-hop
13:
. path weight, that includes m
14:
W ← W ∪ wx
15:
for all w ∈ W
16:
if d(e) > w
17:
metric ← F ALSE
18:
break
19:
if metric
. All 2-step paths were larger
20:
M ←M ∪e
. e is metric
21:
W ←∅
22:
else
23:
return M
. Cannot label further edges

y2
y3

m2
m1, m2: metric

e3

d(e1) < d(e2) < d(e3)

Based on the results of Figure 2, we expect the majority
of metric edges to be identified during the first phase. Moreover, since most of the semi-metric edges are discovered during the first phase, we also expect the BFSs to finish early.
Indeed, in the same figure, we observe that this is true for
all the networks we analyze. In the worst case, a total of 6
hops is required to label all the edges of the graph.

Figure 4: The second phase of the algorithm. Edge
indices are ordered by increasing weight value. u
has already discovered that m1 and m2 are metric.
The minimum paths containing its metric edges are
shown with dashed lines. If edge e1 has a lower
weight than both these paths, then e1 is metric.
Proposition 2. Given a node with metric edges m1 , m2 , ..., mk
and unlabeled edges e1 , e2 , ..., el , in increasing weight order, edge e1 is metric if its weight is lower than all the
weights of the node’s two-hop paths, which contain edges
m1 , m2 , ..., mk .
The proof for Proposition 2 is given in the Appendix.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for the second phase.
We assume a partial ordering on the edge weights and that a
node’s access to its edges respects this order. We represent
the edges of a node v as an ordered set, Uv , with two additional methods, f irst and remove. If the set is not empty,
a call to f irst will return the edge in the set with the minimum weight. If the set contains more than one edge with
the minimum weight, f irst will return all of them. A call
to remove will return the same edge(s) as a call to f irst,
while also removing them from the set.
When no further local metric edges can be found, we proceed to the third phase, where we characterize the remaining unlabeled edges, by performing breadth first search. For

Algorithm 3 Characterize remaining unlabeled edges
1: Input: the set of unlabeled edges, U
2: for all (u, v) ∈ U
3:
label ← M ET RIC
4:
Pu ← bf s(u, v)
. Indirect paths from u to v
5:
for all p ∈ P
6:
if d(p) < d(u, v) . Shorter indirect path found
7:
label ← SEM IM ET RIC
8:
break
9:
if label = SEM IM ET RIC
10:
remove(u, v)
11:
else
12:
label ← M ET RIC

3.3

Complexity analysis discussion

While our algorithm does not lower the worst-case complexity of the naive algorithm, our heuristic makes the computation practical for large-scale graphs. Here, we analyze
the conditions under which it is faster than solving APSP.
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Let U be the set of vertices which are sources of unlabeled
edges, after removing semi-metric triangles. U is the upper
bound of the number of BFSs we have to run, after semimetric triangle removal. The worst-case complexity of the
metric-backbone algorithm is complexity of semi-metric triangles + complexity of computing shortest paths (or BFSs)
on U. The worst-case complexity of basic triangle listing algorithms is Θ(E ∗dmax ), where dmax is the maximum vertex
degree [33]. This leads to Θ(E ∗ V ) in the worst case. Thus,
computing the metric backbone has a worst-case complexity of Θ(E ∗ V ) + O(U 3 ). If the graph is highly metric,
U ≈ V , and the worst case is equivalent to running APSP,
i.e. O(V 3 ). If the graph is highly semi-metric (and most of
the semi-metric edges are discovered in the first step), then
U  V and the practical run time is much lower.

4.

Table 3: Percentage of unlabeled edges, after the
second phase of the mertric backbone algorithm.

2. Send lowest alternative path distance to metric edges:
Vertices which have received a message are endpoints of metric edges found in the previous superstep. Thus, these vertices mark opposite-direction edges as metric. Then, every
vertex sends one message along all its metric edges. For
metric edge (u, v), the message contains the distance of the
shortest two-hop path, that passes through u and contains
(u, v). This distance is computed by adding the weight of
(u, v) and the smallest weights of the rest of u’s edges.
3. Check lowest-weight unlabeled edge In the third superstep, each vertex checks whether it can reason about the
semi-metricity of its smallest-weight unlabeled edge. If all
of the weights in the received messages are larger than the
weight of this edge, then both this edge and the oppositedirection edge can be safely marked as metric.

IMPLEMENTATION

To be usable in real scenarios, the computation of the
metric backbone must be practical for large graphs. We
have implemented the computation of the backbone on top
of the Pregel programming model [37], and specifically the
Apache Giraph system [1]. Pregel-like platforms [1, 37, 36,
27] are widely adopted and are common components of data
centers We have made the implementation of the algorithm
available as open source 3 .

4.1

Vertex-centric implementation

4.1.3

Here, we describe our vertex-centric implementation in
Giraph. It consists of three phases: (i) detection of the 1st order semi-metric edges (ii) iterative labeling of local metric
edges and (iii) labeling of all remaining metric edges.

4.1.1

Phase 1: Detect semi-metric triangles

Phase 2: Identify local metric edges

This phase consists of three supersteps. The first superstep is executed once, while steps two and three are executed
in an alternate fashion, until no further metric edges can be
discovered.
1. Mark the lowest-weight local edges as metric: Each
vertex marks its lowest-weight edges as metric (according to
Proposition 1). Then, it sends a message with its ID and
the edge weight, along the identified metric edges.
3

Phase 3: Label remaining metric edges

In order to characterize the remaining unlabeled edges,
we initiate parallel breadth-first searches. For every unlabeled edge (u, v), u propagates a message to its neighbors
to explore paths that have weight lower than the weight of
(u, v). After one initialization superstep the computation
iteratively runs custom breadth-first searches, until no unlabeled edges remain. During the initialization superstep,
each vertex gathers its unlabeled edges. For each unlabeled
edge, it creates a message and propagates it along all edges
that have weight lower than the unlabeled edge weight. In
the next supersteps, each vertex performs the following computation until convergence. Upon receiving a message, it
checks whether it is the target of the message edge. If it is,
then this edge is labeled as semi-metric. Otherwise, it propagates the message to neighbors that could produce shorter
paths, making sure not to forward the message back to its
source. Note that, the percentage of unlabeled edges for
which we need to execute a BFS is usually very small. For
the networks we analyze, the percentage of unlabeled edges,
after executing the second step of the algorithm, is under
10% in all cases, and as low as 1% for the Twitter and
Tuenti graphs. We present these results in Table 3. Also,
since most of the semi-metric edges have already been discovered, the majority of the BFSs terminate after only a few
steps.

This phase is based on the BSP-model algorithm for triangle detection, as described in [22] for a weighted, undirected
graph with total ordering on the vertex IDs. The algorithm
consists of four supersteps and discovers each triangle exactly once. In the first superstep, each vertex propagates
its ID to neighbors with higher IDs. For example, if vertex
5 is a neighbor of vertices 1 and 6, it only propagates its
ID to vertex 6. In the second superstep, each vertex iterates over received messages and augments each one with (1)
its own ID and (2) the edge weight connecting this vertex
with the message sender. It then propagates the augmented
messages to all neighbors with higher IDs. In the third superstep, each vertex checks whether each of the received
messages forms a triangle. If a triangle is found, the vertex
compares the edge distances to discover whether there exists a semi-metric edge. If a semi-metric edge is found, it is
marked for removal. In the final superstep, all marked edges
are removed.

4.1.2

% of unlabeled edges
1.17
4.36
9.09
8.08
1.15

4.2

Spreading the communication overhead

The first phase of the metric backbone algorithm has
computational complexity equivalent to the one of triangle
enumeration in undirected graphs. Even though there exist several heuristics that significantly reduce the practical
computation time [10, 43, 22], the memory requirements in
a message-passing system like Giraph, might still be fairly
high. In order to avoid memory problems, we apply a simple, yet practically effective optimization in this phase.

Implementation available at http://grafos.ml
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We make the observation that the computations for detecting semi-metric edges can be performed completely independently. None of the parts of the algorithm require any
message aggregation or combining. Thus, in order to reduce
the communication load, we spread the algorithm execution into several identical superstep-groups, which we call
megasteps. Each megastep contains the three supersteps
of the first phase of the algorithm, as described in 4.1.1.
Throughout the program execution, we keep all vertices active. However, during each megastep, only some of the vertices execute the computation, while the rest remain idle.
Since all computations are independent from each other,
there is no need to maintain or transfer any state across
supersteps. When all vertices have executed their computation, we have encountered all first-order semi-metric edges.
Note that for this optimization to work, we do not remove
any edges before all vertices have completed their computation phase. Instead, when we encounter a semi-metric edge,
we simply put a mark on it. We then remove semi-metric
edges during a single finalization superstep.
In our implementation, we decide which vertices to activate in which megastep, based on their numeric vertex IDs.
More sophisticated load balancing methods might yield better performance. In our evaluation, we varied the number
of megasteps for each the of the experiments. Intuitively,
the number of megasteps should increase with the graph
size, but it also depends on the amount of available memory. For example, we found that, for our experimental setup,
10 megasteps result in a fairly fast execution for finding firstorder semi-metric edges in the Livejournal dataset, while we
used 100 megasteps for the Tuenti network.

5.

graph. We compare the projected execution times with the
total execution time of our algorithm for the Twitter-egonet
and DBLP graphs. Running APSP for larger graphs was
impossible with our available computing resources.
We show the results in Table 4. The projected execution
times for SSSP are in the order of months, while the projected execution times for MSSP are in the order of days.
Instead, our algorithm was able to compute the metric backbone in 8 hours for the DBLP graph and 2 hours for the
Twitter graph.

5.2

Scalability

Even though computing the exact backbone can incur
high overhead, we can still compute a backbone approximation in a scalable manner by removing only 1st -order semimetric edges. As we show in Section 2, the first phase of our
algorithm removes the majority of semi-metric edges, practically providing a good approximation for many applications.
Here, we show that this phase affords a scalable implementation on top of distributed graph processing frameworks,
such as Giraph. We measure execution time as the size of
the graph increases. In the experiments following, we use
this backbone approximation to measure speedup of graph
analysis applications.
We apply our algorithm on synthetic graphs constructed
with the Watts-Strogatz model [50], using Giraph’s built-in
graph generator. The generator produces unweighted graphs
with high clustering coefficient and low average path length.
Using synthetic graphs for these experiments allows us to
gradually increase the number of vertices and edges in a
controlled manner, still working with a graph that resembles
a real-world social network or web-graph characterized by
small-world properties. Even though the synthetic graphs
do not have edge weights, the execution time of this phase
depends only on the size of the graph and the number of
triangles. Edge weights impact only the the number of edges
removed at the end (see Section 4.1.1). Edge removals have
a constant overhead that does not affect scalability. We
configure the generator so that vertices have 30 edges on
average and set the model rewiring probability to 0.3. We
performed this experiment on an AWS cluster consisting of
32 r3.4xlarge instances (16 vCPUs, 122GB memory).
We show the result in Figure 5. As the graph size increases from 240 million to 3.8 billion edges, the running
time increases almost linearly. On the largest graph, which
has a size of 123GB and 4.6 billion triangles, the computation finishes in 14 minutes. This is the largest graph we
could process on the 32 compute nodes due to the message overhead. Further, in Section 5.4, we provide results
on a ∼50 billion-edge subgraph of the Facebook social network, demonstrating that our algorithm is practical for even
larger graphs. In Table 5, we also provide the execution time
of semi-metric triangle detection for the real-world graph

EVALUATION

Comparing to APSP

Here, we compare the overhead of our algorithm with that
of APSP. Computing APSP on a distributed platform like
Giraph is a challenging task. To perform this computation,
every vertex must compute and store |V | distances, resulting
in excessive communication and memory overhead. Instead,
we implement APSP in two possible ways. The first approach computes Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSSP) for
each vertex individually, in successive jobs. The second
approach runs multiple instances of Multi-Source Shortest
Paths (MSSP) 4 . MSSP batches a configurable number of
simultaneous SSSPs in the same physical job, improving efficiency.
First, we run 100 instances of SSSP from different sources
and average the execution time. Second, we run MSSP using 1% of the vertices as sources. Because of the time it
takes to run the entire APSP computation, we estimate the
total time by projecting the measured time to the entire
4

MSSP
11
14

Table 4: Ratio of the projected execution time of (1)
SSSP from all vertices and (2) MSSP for all vertices
of the input graphs over the total execution time of
our algorithm for computing the metric backbone.

We evaluate our approach in different respects. First, we
measure the performance or our algorithm and show that it
is orders of magnitude faster than APSP. Second, we show
that even when computing the exact backbone incurs high
overhead, we can compute a backbone approximation by
removing only 1st -order semi-metric edges, to scale to large
graphs. Third, we measure the impact on the performance
on different graph management systems. We evaluate this
using a variety of real-world data sets and graph queries.

5.1

SSSP
120
177

Our implementation of MSSP is available as open source.
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|E|
1.5B
685M
34M
1.5M
1.7M
1M

Size (GB)
72
33
1.6
0.07
0.08
0.05

Time (s)
3792
1305
62
25
32
20

Speedup

Graph
Twitter [32]
Tuenti [4]
LiveJournal [8]
NotreDame-web [7]
Twitter egonet [38]
DBLP [52]

Table 5: Execution runtime of semi-metric triangle
detection and removal for real-world graphs.
Graph
Tuenti [4]
LiveJournal [8]
NotreDame-web [7]
DBLP [52]
Twitter egonet [38]

% of size reduction
59.14
39.66
16.67
22.62
57.14

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0 LiveJournal

Connected components
SSSP

Twitter

Notredame

DBLP

Figure 6: Query speedup on the Neo4j graph
database. Graphs in the x-axis are ordered from
larger to smaller.
Graph
Facebook
Tuenti [4]
LiveJournal [8]
NotreDame-web [7]
DBLP [52]
Twitter egonet [38]

Table 6: The Neo4j relationship store size reduction when 1st-order semi-metric edges have been
removed from the graph.
datasets we consider in this paper. The table shows the
number of edges and size in GB of each graph. This experiment was performed on an Amazon EC2 cluster of 16
r3.2xlarge instances (8 vCPUs, 61GB memory).

Spearman Coefficient
0.98
0.98
0.95
0.76
0.98
0.97

Table 7: The Spearman correlation coefficient between (a) the ranking computed by PageRank on
the original weighted graph and (b) the ranking
computed by PageRank on the same graph, after
removing first-order semimetric edges.

Execution time (s)

1000
800

Figure 6 shows the speedup when we execute the queries
on the approximate metric backbone compared to the original graph for all the workloads. First, we observe the highest speedups occur for the shortest path query. Second, the
larger the graph, the higher the speedup. For the three
smaller graphs, the speedup ranges from 1.51 to 2.7, while
for the LiveJournal graph the speedup is 6.7.
Notice that the connected components query does not consider the edge weights, connectivity. For smaller graphs
the speedup is 1.01. However, for larger graphs we still
measured significant performance improvement, with the
speedup ranging from 1.30 to 1.5.
In general, even in a highly optimized system such as
a commercial graph database, we still derive a significant
speedup by applying the backbone approach transparently.
We believe that integrating the approach inside the system
can yield even higher speedups.

600
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Figure 5: Scalability evaluation of the backbone algorithm. The figure shows execution time of the
first phase for synthetic graphs of increasing size.

5.3

Graph databases

Here, we want to measure the impact on query latency
and storage reduction by using the backbone transparently
in a graph database. We load the original graph in the
Neo4j database and then run two different queries: (i) we
run a shortest path query for 1000 randomly selected pairs
of nodes in the graph, (ii) we run a connected components
query 10 times. For both queries we measure the average
latency. We perform this measurement for different graphs.
Subsequently, we start another instance of the database,
where we load the graph after removing 1st -order semimetric edges, and repeat the same experiment. We run this
experiment on an Intel Xeon E5530 2.40GHz server with
128GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 2.6.38.
Table 6 shows the size reduction of the Neo4j database
when we use the approximate backbone for query evaluation.
We see that for highly semi-metric graphs, the database files
have close to 60% less storage requirements.

5.4

Distributed graph analytics

Reducing the edges of a graph impacts directly the performance of algorithms developed on top of distributed graph
processing systems, such as Pregel and Graphlab. In such
systems, programs are typically communication intensive
and communication coincides with the edges of the graph.
Further, reducing the size of a distributed graph also reduces the runtime memory requirements of such systems,
which may indirectly affect performance as well.
In this section, we measure how removing semi-metric
edges from a graph improves the performance of different
applications, developed on the Apache Giraph graph processing system. We run three applications on the original
graph and on the graph with no 1st -order semi-metric edges;
Connected Components (CC), Single-Source-Shortest-Paths
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Speedup

(SSSP), and weighted PageRank (15 iterations). For each
application, we measure (a) the runtime speedup, and (b)
the total amount of messages sent. For PageRank, we also
compute the Spearman correlation coefficient of the resulting rankings, shown in Table 7. We perform this experiment
on an Amazon EC2 cluster with 16 r3.2xlarge instances5 .

applications. For example, approximating betweenness centrality in a graph requires running multiple SSSP instances
with different source vertices. For such an application, the
overhead of removing semi-metric edges gets amortized after
only the first two runs of the analysis in the worst case.
With regard to graph semi-metricity, as expected, we notice larger gains for highly semi-metric graphs. Tuenti, Livejournal, Twitter, and Notredame (40-60% semi-metric) give
better speedups than Facebook and DBLP (23-27% semimetric). With regard to application complexity, we observe
a higher benefit for more compute-intensive applications.
We see the highest speedup for PageRank, which runs close
to six times faster for the Tuenti graph. We believe that this
is because, in contrast to the SSSP and CC applications, in
PageRank, all the nodes communicate with all their neighbors, in every iteration (in SSSP and CC nodes do not send
outgoing messages to their neighbors, if their value does not
change). The shortest paths application also benefits significantly, running about two times faster on average. Not
surprisingly, connected components experiences the lowest
speedup, since it does not make use of the edge weights.
Even so, for a highly semi-metric graph, such as Tuenti, the
benefit is substantial.
Figure 8 shows the communication reduction, when running the same three applications, for the different networks.
For SSSP and PageRank, we observe tremendous communication reduction, ranging from 30% to 70%, in terms of
messages exchanged, throughout the application execution.
Even for connected components, the reduction is remarkable, ranging from 10% to 50%.

Connected Components
SSSP
PageRank

5
4
3
2
1

Facebook Tuenti LiveJournal Twitter Notredame DBLP

% Message Reduction

Figure 7: Runtime speedup on Apache Giraph.
Graphs in the x-axis are ordered from larger to
smaller. Bars are overlayed, not stacked.

Connected components
SSSP
PageRank

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
Facebook

Tuenti

LiveJournal Twitter Notredame

6.

DBLP

RELATED WORK

Complex network analysis. The concept of semi-metricity

Figure 8: Communication reduction on Apache Giraph. Graphs in the x-axis are ordered from larger
to smaller.

in weighted graphs has been first used in complex network
analysis. Semi-metricity was introduced in weighted graphs
by Rocha [45, 46], showing that semi-metric edges in a
weighted graph encode some latent information between a
pair of nodes, which may be useful for information discovery [45, 46, 48, 44, 49]. Simas et al. introduce in [49] a
new mathematical framework to the study of networks in
general and specifically semi-metric networks. In [49] Simas
et al. introduce the concept of distance backbones, a generalization of the metric backbone. In this work they present
a few examples of how distance backbones, including the
metric backbone, can be useful in network analysis, such as
improving modularity in community detection.

In Figure 7, we plot the runtime speedup for different
applications. Bars are overlayed, not stacked. The white
bars show the speedup S1 = To /(Tb + T ), where To is the
time to run the analysis on the original graph, Tb is the time
to calculate the backbone approximation, that is, remove
the 1st -order semi-metric edges, and T is the time to run
the analysis on the backbone approximation. The gray bars
show the speedup S2 = To /T that considers only the time
to run the analysis on the two graphs. This is the speedup
after the overhead of our algorithms gets amortized.
For more compute-intensive applications, such as PageRank, the total runtime, including the removal of semi-metric
edges, is typically lower than running the application on the
original graph. For SSSP, this is also true for the Tuenti and
Livejournal datasets. In some cases, though, if we consider
only one run of the analysis, the overhead of our approach
exceeds the analysis runtime on the original graph. This is
true for the Facebook and DBLP datasets, and all instances
of the Connected Components experiment.
Note, however, that computing the backbone is intended
to be run once and re-used multiple times across applications, so S2 represents the practical speedup we see in the

Graph compression and query optimization. In [39, 6],
the authors examine the problem of producing minimal graph
representations, while preserving the graph’s reachability
properties. Their goal is to reduce the memory used for
storing the graph and potentially improve the efficiency of
certain algorithms that contain reachability queries. More
recent works on graph compression, [12], [16], look into specific techniques for compressing web graphs and social networks. These provide methods that preserve the information
of the original graph. In these cases, graph decompression
is necessary for query evaluation. On the other hand, [23],
proposes a query-preserving graph compression method, relative to reachability and graph pattern queries. Similar to
our work, the query can be directly issued on the compressed

5

The analysis on the Facebook graph was run on an experimental cluster with 50 machines, each with 16 cores and
10Gbs Ethernet.
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graph representation. The authors also provide a method for
incrementally maintaining the compressed graph structure,
for dynamic graphs. The proposed algorithms summarize
nodes, based on equivalence relations for each query class.
Compression algorithms are also studied in [40, 35]. These
works explore ways to minimize graph representation overhead and offer several algorithms, both sequential and distributed, for lossless and lossy graph compression. However,
their main goal is reducing the graph sizes, while providing
guarantees on decompression accuracy.
Graph compression is also closely related to graph query
optimization. [53] provides a graph indexing technique that
speeds up search in large graphs. It leverages shortestpaths information, but does not generate a reduced graph
representation. The indexes encode neighborhood shortestpaths information, which is used to prune the graph search
space. The technique is mostly targeted to graph isomorphism queries.
If we view the metric backbone as a reduced graph representation, there are two fundamental differences between
our work and aforementioned works. First, our method does
not collapse graph vertices; the metric backbone preserves
all the vertices of the original graph. Second, none of these
works take into account the weights when compressing the
graph. Regarding the motivation of our work, an important
difference is that we are mainly concerned with the challenge of scalability and we provide a distributed implementation of the metric backbone algorithm. Moreover, existing
works focus on optimizing reachability and graph matching
queries. In contrast, we go a step further and evaluate the
metric backbone in the context of graph analytics and iterative graph processing.

Finally, while in this paper we have used the metric backbone to improve the performance of graph algorithms transparently, one can use the concept to re-design certain algorithms explicitly on top of the backbone. For instance,
we can compute shortest paths more efficiently by intelligently choosing which nodes to traverse. We believe that
the metric backbone and distance backbones, in general, offer a framework for the design of such algorithms and we
plan to investigate this in the future.

8.

Spanners and Sparsifiers. Spanners [42, 21] and sparsifiers [26] are approximate graph structures that are used
to approximate graph distances and shortest paths. They
have been mostly used in streaming algorithms as sketches
or graph summaries. In this context, the metric backbone
can be considered equivalent to the minimum 1-Spanner. A
spanner guarantees that distances can be approximated with
a certain maximum multiplicative error. On the contrary,
the metric backbone preserves all shortest paths and gives
the exact shortest distances. Thus, it can be used in applications that cannot tolerate errors on the graph distances.

7.
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APPENDIX
Proofs.

We prove Proposition 2, using the notation of Section 2.1.

Proof. Let edge e1 of Figure 4 be the edge in consideration and
let v be the label of its target node. According to the proposition,
d(e1 ) < d(m1 ) + d(x1 )

(1)

and
d(e1 ) < d(m2 ) + d(y1 )
(2)
We will assume that e1 is semi-metric and prove that this cannot
be true. If e1 is semi-metric, then there exists a path p, from v
to u, which does not contain e1 , has length at least two and its
weight is lower than the weight of e1 , i.e.
d(p) < d(e1 ).

(3)

Obviously, this path cannot contain e2 and e3 , since d(e1 ) <
d(e2 ) < d(e3 ). Thus, p passes through m1 or m2 . If p passes
through m1 , then its lowest weight possible would be d(m1 ) +
d(x1 ). According to 1, e1 has a weight smaller than the lowest
possible weight of a path passing through m1 , thus, equation 3
cannot be true. We arrive at the same contradiction assuming
that p passes through m2 . Therefore, e1 is metric.

Incremental maintenance of the metric backbone.

We
only consider single edge removals and edge additions. Extending
these to edge weight changes and node additions or removals, is
straight-forward. Note that the edges that change from semimetric to metric (or vice-versa), in one of the above cases, do not
cause further changes in the metric backbone, since all weights
remain unchanged.
Edge Removal: If the edge to be removed is semi-metric, the
metric backbone does not change. The edge can be simply removed from the original graph. If the edge to be removed is
metric, some of the semi-metric edges might now become metric. Note that the metric edges do not get affected. Let (u, v)
be the metric edge to be removed. A semi-metric edge (x, y)
is potentially affected by the removal of (u, v) if there is a path
p = (x, ..., u, v, ...y) in G, such that d(p) < d(x, y). Thus, the only
edges that might be affected are the semi-metric edges in indirect
paths from u to v. We check these edges with the following steps.
First, remove edge (u, v) from G. Then, for every semi-metric
edge in all remaining paths from u to v, execute the backbone
algorithm, starting from phase 2.
Edge Addition: When adding an edge (u, v) to the original
graph, we first check whether this edge is semi-metric. In order
to do so, we can easily find the current shortest path from u to v,
using the metric backbone. If the weight of the new edge is larger
than the current shortest path, then this edge is semi-metric and
the metric backbone does not change. If the edge weight of the
new edge is lower than the current shortest path from u to v,
then the edge is metric. In this case, some of the metric edges
of the backbone might become semi-metric, if a shorter path is
introduced through the new edge. Again, the only edges that we
need to consider are the ones on the indirect paths from node u
to node v.
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